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Model railroading brings people with vastly different backgrounds together to enjoy a truly great hobby. The
informal “First Monday” round-robin group enjoys time to discuss, well, just about anything that comes to
mind. This photo shows a gathering at Alan Ashton’s Massachusetts Central Railroad. Why “First Monday?”
Simple: The group meets on the first Monday of each month. Share the fun. Start your own round-robin group
today!
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS
If you read my comments in the last issue of The Goat you know that this will be my last issue as editor. You can
probably tell that writing is something that I enjoy and I hope to be a contributor for future editions. Given that this
is my last issue, I have decided to make it a bit “special” (at least for me) by providing a somewhat detailed
accounting of the building of my Massachusetts Central HO scale railroad (“MAC”).
During the past two years, many of the articles that I have written and published in The Goat have been a direct
result of my experiences while working on the “Big MAC.” I consider my railroad to be a learning laboratory and,
as a result, it never qualified as a complete and coherent model railroad. But working on it has always been fun and
I have particularly enjoyed sharing the experience with others, both by invitation to help out and by sharing what I
have learned through my writing and clinic presentations.
Although I haven’t featured my own layout in The Goat, I think that there is still much to share about how it was
developed and how it got to where it is today. So this issue will have a “special” layout tour in that it will provide
more of a history than a snapshot in time. By doing so, I hope to provide some interesting and, hopefully, unique
perspectives on some aspects of this layout.
On the topic of presenting clinics and participating in other educational experiences, I have put an article in this
issue of The Goat that relates some thoughts and theories about how adults learn and process information (see How
Adults Learn: Implications for Writers and Trainers, page 18). As a psychologist and educator, I have thought a lot
about this subject and was prompted to write an article in support of the NMRA’s EduTrain initiative that is ongoing. If you have any interest in sharing your modeling skills and techniques I hope that you will take the time to
read this article. Also, I welcome your feedback.
The views and opinions stated in Editorial Comments are not intended to reflect those of the NMRA or regions or divisions thereof. As the editor of The
Goat, I welcome your comments and opinions regarding the comments made above or any other statements made in this publication. Send your
comments to Alan Ashton, Editor (PNR5DNews@gmail.com).

New techniques often follow from unexpected
outcomes while using tried-and-true methods.
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RAILROAD EXPERIENCE: HOW MANY HAVE YOU BUILT?
Contributed by Alan Ashton (Spokane)
Have you ever totaled all of the model railroads that you have built? There may be a couple that you have long
since forgotten or don’t include in your list because they never became “working” railroads or “finished” by any
standard that you would want to apply. When I started writing this issue I thought a lot about my own layout
history. I really wish that I had pictures of some of my early layouts but, if I ever did have any, they are certainly
long gone.
Like most of you, I am sure, I have had quite a few layouts of my own and I have worked on even more. In my
opinion, the two most rewarding things about the hobby of model railroading are the creative process and the
friendships that are formed. This shouldn’t be a surprise to anyone who has taken the time to read my past
editorials since I have made my opinions clear and have shared my own experiences. But, perhaps for my own
purposes, I am going to take just a page or two to walk through time and list the eight model “railroads” that I can
call my own.

American Flyer (circa 1950) – Wow, what a Christmas that was! I walked into the basement to find an
American Flyer railroad, complete with dozens of Plasticville buildings, cars, people walking around, roads,
airplanes, flashing lights and more. Somehow, my dad had spirited this wonderful railroad world into our basement
without my knowing anything about it. Even today, I don’t know where he got it or how he put it together for that
Christmas morning. It was BIG! He put together two four by eight tables arranged in an “L” with two throttles,
tons of wiring and working switches. When I first saw it, the joy on my face probably looked like the advertising
images for American Flyer and Lionel from the 40’s and 50’s.
All told, that first railroad fully captured my attention for well over a year and I remember inviting all of my
friends over to run trains. Gradually, I started making modifications to things (in my mind, exercising my creative
license) until I had successfully wrecked everything. What more could be expected from a seven year old who was
already showing signs of adult attention deficit disorder?

First HO (circa 1955) – After a couple of years without a railroad, a friend introduced me to HO scale. He had
a four by eight “layout” that consisted of snap track, a few cars and a “hustler” engine. I saved my money and
began my own railroad. Athearn was probably pretty new at that point and with limited funds I couldn’t even fill
my four by eight plywood table. It never amounted to much but it was still significant because it was my own; my
money, my models, my design.
But new hobbies, pursuits, the demands of school and, of course, the gradual discovery of girls was taking more
and more of my time. I eventually gave away or otherwise disposed of the HO stuff that I had accumulated and
that was the end of model railroading for the next 20 years.

Amherst Railway Society Module (circa 1976) – In the mid-eighties I was working for the Division of
Continuing Education at the University of Massachusetts and the Division’s Director had involved me in the
operation of his own HO scale railroad, the Locust & Laurel. Bill was instrumental in the early development of the
Amherst Railway Society and garnered the interest of several people associated with the University to build the
first few modules of what would later become a significant model railroad known throughout New England and
beyond. Our first efforts were insignificant by today’s standards but the building of those first modules was one of
my great railroading experiences.
First Mass Central (1977-1979) “Double 8” – This was my first home layout in many years. I had partitioned off
part of my basement with two by fours covered with plastic drop cloths. The railroad was a “unique” but not
necessarily satisfactory design with two loops joined by short branches. A staging track was outside of the “room,”
and was not visible to the crews during operations. The track on this DC layout was nearly completed by 1979 and
operation sessions were being done but there was no scenery at all and an increasing possibility of a move forced
me to abandon that effort.
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“Compact” Mass Central (1979) – With impending abandonment of the first MAC layout, I began work on a
much smaller sectional layout that was inspired, in part, by the Amherst Railway Society modular layout that was
still growing at that point in time. When my move to Washington State materialized I had hoped to transport this
sectional layout to my new home. Unfortunately, it wouldn’t fit in the U-Haul truck and was left behind. It
disappeared into history without ever having track installed.
“Sectional” Mass Central (2010) – A long period during
which I was in “remission” from the insidious and
infectious nature of our hobby suddenly ended after a
move to Spokane. I became a member of the River City
Modelers club and was inspired to start another home
layout. Tools, locomotives, rolling stock and scenery
supplies were unpacked with great fanfare. I started
building a layout in a room in our finished basement. But
early enthusiasm and frantic work was followed by a
period of questioning the wisdom of my design. I decided
that the layout was too big for me to manage without help
and none seemed to be forthcoming. So, I dismantled the
layout and came up with a design for a “modular” layout
that was smaller and better suited to my interests. The
picture at left shows a little of the design. The layout had
six sectional elements and I had completed the backdrop. I had just started laying track when the steam left the
boiler and I broke it down. Much of the wood and some of the structural elements were reused in the next layout. I
can say that I learned a lot from that layout, both in modeling techniques and about myself.
“Modular” Mass Central (2013-2014) – My second Spokane layout was much more successful and has been
described in detail elsewhere in this issue. If you have been following The Goat over the past two years you have
already seen a lot of the progress on the MAC. Somewhat regretfully, this layout was broken down in anticipation
of another move. See the layout tour that follows for more information about how this layout was developed.
Second Sectional Mass Central (2015-?) – So that brings me to today. Our new house has unfinished space in the
“basement” of our two story townhouse that has a daylight lower level. We are in the process of finishing a room
for the Mass Central and it should be completed early next year. What will the new layout look like? I honestly
can’t say with any certainty at this point but read Tips and Techniques (page 23) for some of my insights. As I am
fond of saying, “why make the same mistakes when there are so many new ones just waiting to be made?”

There is really no such thing as a
mistake – only learning opportunities.
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WORKBENCH PROJECT: INFRASTRUCTURE, PART 1
Contributed by Alan Ashton
The Massachusetts Central model railroad (also known as the Mass Central, “Big MAC” or just MAC) begins, as
with most model railroads, with the benchwork. So, as a play on words, I begin this coverage with building bench
work on a workbench. This is also literally correct since I found the easiest place to build the L-frame girder
support was in my workshop on a sturdy roll-around bench that was designed to hold large projects.
My requirements included being light-weight in a design using simple but tried-and-true construction techniques. I
also wanted to bring electrical outlets close to the front of the layout so that I didn’t need a lot of extension cords.
Nor did I want to be crawling around under the layout to reach the wall outlets that were just out of comfortable
reach. I had a lot of wood left over from the previous (but aborted) layout so I used that up without going to the
lumber yard.
My layout wouldn’t be a large one so I built two benches. These would be carried to the room where the layout
was to be constructed and the layout would rest upon the benches in a way that would allow me to use C-clamps to
secure the three sectional components. It all worked out very well and according to plan.
The benchwork support system was built in the
workshop. I-beam construction with gussets and
angle supports provide sufficient strength in all
directions. Electrical boxes were installed on each
leg assembly to provide easy to reach outlets for
power tools and task lighting as needed.

The box frames for each section of the layout
were positioned on top of the supporting system
and were leveled in the train room. There were
three boxes (sections): two two-foot by six-foot
and one two-foot by four-foot. When assembled
into an “L” configuration the layout measured 10
feet by 8 feet along two walls. The layout was
designed in a way that would allow point-to-point
operation or a continuous loop (in an eight-foot
by four-foot configuration).
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The three box frames were bolted together. Once
the frames were bolted they proved to be a very
sturdy base for the sub-roadbed. I used
dimensional lumber instead of plywood because
it was available. I didn’t experience any adverse
consequences.

The box frames were secured to the I-beams on
the benchwork support system using C-clamps.
This was done to make disassembly of the
sections easy.

120-volt AC was supplied through indoor Romex
wire and routed to boxes via cable clamps. Each
table was connected to a wall outlet that fed
power to the two outlet boxes and receptacles.
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Each of the two supporting tables has two boxes
and receptacles. They are independent of each
other (each table plugs into a wall outlet through
a heavy-duty supply and plug) so the tables could
be used together or independently.

Risers were installed and leveled. The plywood
base material was screwed to the risers from the
bottom up so that risers could be moved, if
needed, even after scenery was in place. There
were constant checks to make sure that the
surface remained level.

In this final picture, the plywood sub-roadbed has
been attached and leveled. Track layout ideas
were considered and engineered (later rejected
and reconsidered for as long as it would take).
When the final plan was more-or-less decided
upon, track center lines were drawn on the
plywood in anticipation of laying down cork
roadbed.
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INFRASTRUCTURE, PART 2
Contributed by Alan Ashton
I have previously published several articles related to the development of my backdrop. But in none of these did I
describe the process of building the backdrop support and platform for lighting. I wanted a backdrop that was
relatively independent of the layout (that is, it wouldn’t be integrated into the structural components of the
benchwork or sectional pieces). I wanted to be able to remove the backdrop with as little effort as possible, without
significant damage, for reuse at a later place and time. I also wanted uniform and suitable lighting, not just the
ambient room illumination.
I already had painted the sky on Masonite for my previous layout and decided that I could reuse these on the
current layout. The sky would serve as a good background for hills, trees and other features. Some touchup would
be required, of course.
My vision of the layout was to create a shadow box effect not unlike what might be found in a museum. That is not
to say that I wanted to build a museum quality product nor did I want the layout to be untouchable in any way. I
just wanted to create interesting focal points and interesting scenery in a small space.
Masonite fascia was installed along the exposed
sides of the benchwork and frame. A master switch
with an indicator light was installed in a convenient
location. A light indicates that track power is on
and is visible from the doorway. Power for track
and accessories was wired separately from the
utility outlets located on the bench work legs (see
page 6). Two-by-two inch supports for the
backdrops were attached to the rear of the sectional
box frames using bolts. These backdrop supports
extended to the floor so they were, in effect,
independent of the layout sections. The bolts
merely held them in place. This picture shows one
the backdrop sections that was “recycled” from the
previous layout.
The backdrop sections and their supports are
relatively independent of the layout structure and
can be removed with little disturbance to the layout
scenery. This was intentional since one of my
layout criteria was to ensure that the layout could
be broken down with as little damage as possible
and that the components could be reused for
reconstruction of this or future layouts. The
backdrop scenes were screwed to the supports
using drywall screws. Exposed supports (above the
backdrop) provided room for top-side bracing and
lighting infrastructure that would soon follow.
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Each Masonite backdrop section (there were four in
the primary configuration) has a piece of wood
(approximately 1 inch x 3/4 inch) glued to the
bottom. This piece of wood provides a connection
to the layout and serves to secure the backdrop and
lighting deck. Each backdrop section was screwed
to the plywood using only two screws, each
approximately one inch from the end of the
Masonite. When scenery was installed, care was
taken to allow access to the screws for easy
disassembly. I strategically placed small boulders
or a little clump of vegetation over each of the
screw heads

Gussets provided support for top-side frames of 2inch by 2-inch stock. A piece of 3/4-inch by 3/4inch stock screwed into the vertical supports holds
3/4-inch foam board insulation in place along the
back side. The foam board insulation has a
reflective side which is facing downward, toward
the layout. The top-deck is light weight and doesn’t
require a substantial amount of infrastructure.

Three foam insulation boards were used for the topdeck. They were joined using reflective tape.
Screws with fairly large washers were mounted
through the insulation boards into the 2”x2”
supports above. The screws (and bolts described in
the next frame) were located close to the front of
the top-deck so that they would not be easily seen
once the valance was installed.
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Where additional support was needed, bolts were
run through the insulation board and through a strip
of Masonite located on the top side of the top-deck.

An 18-foot LED rope light was installed along the
valance. The light provided by the rope lighting set
the stage for early morning or evening operations; I
believed at the time that the light intensity provided
by the LED rope would create an interesting
environment for my layout lighting (street and
building lighting). Layout lighting always seems to
provide added interest for operation and viewing
and brings scenes to life. LED lighting has a cool
operating temperature, low power requirements and
a daylight quality. Later, the wisdom of LED
staging lights was brought into question and it was
eventually replaced by florescent lighting.

A Masonite valance was attached to the top-side
infrastructure. A piece of decorative trim was glued
at the end of the backdrop.
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Because there simply wasn’t sufficient light from
the LED rope lighting to work on the layout,
conventional florescent tube lighting was installed.
This proved to be quite satisfactory for task lighting
and for photography but didn’t detract significantly
from the layout lights. In this picture, you can see
the benefits of the reflective coating on the top-side
foam insulation. By this point, the gaps between the
backdrop sections have been repaired using drywall
tape, joint compound and touch-up paint.

With the lighting in place and the scenery work
well underway, the layout was beginning to take
shape in the way that I had envisioned. My wife
had purchased sufficient material to make a nice
skirt around the layout and was ready to start
sewing it. But then plans changed and that part was
never added. But more about that in the next
article.

If at first you don’t succeed,
re-define success.
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LAYOUT TOUR: ALAN ASHTON’S M ASSACHUSETTS CENTRAL
Contributed by Alan Ashton
I haven’t featured a “layout tour” of my own layout but readers of The Goat
have seen a lot of pictures taken on my layout for clinics and workbench
articles. My “tour” in this issue will not be a snapshot in time as has been the
case for most of my visits to other layouts. Instead, I will provide pictures
and explanations that I hope will fill in the gaps created by the stories in
previous issues.
As an update to this tour, my Mass Central has been broken down into its
basic three modules and all of my tools, scenery materials and other
components are packed in boxes. My wife and I moved to a new home
during November (2014) and we are currently engaged in a build out of
some unfinished space in our basement that will be the home for the next
incarnation of the “Big MAC.” I hope that it will be the most successful and
enjoyable project of all. I also hope that I will be able to write articles describing the building for the next editor of The Goat.
In the meantime, I hope that you will indulge me as I blow my own whistle in this last issue for which I am the editor.

This early conceptual drawing shows the overall
plan for the MAC. The layout is cut from a single
piece of 4’x8’ plywood. Module “A” is 6’x2’,
module “B” is 4’x2’ and module “C” is 6’x2’. The
track plan would allow for a single 16’x2’ point-topoint layout or a 4’x8’ continuous loop. You can
visualize the design concept if you mentally pivot
modules B and C in a clockwise fashion to create a
continuous loop where the curved track on “C”
connects with the curve on “A.” Similarly, you can
visualize taking the six foot module “C” and adding
it to either end of “A” or “B” to form a single
straight layout that would be 16 feet long and two
feet deep.
My “L” shaped configuration is shown here. The
finished dimensions are 10 feet by 8 feet. The layout
conveniently fits into a corner of what has come to
be called the “multi-purpose room” since the space
is shared with a wife who enjoys sewing.
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The cork roadbed is being laid in this photo taken in
April of 2012. Here, we are looking from module
“A” toward module “B” located in the corner of the
room. The stub coming off the “main line” about
half way toward the corner will be modified as plans
develop. The cork roadbed is secured to the plywood
using Dap’s Alex Plus® adhesive.

At about 48 inches from the floor, the height of the
layout makes working on the surface pretty easy.
The main power switch has been installed and
features a light to indicate that the track power
(Digitrax DCC) is on. The first section of the
repurposed backdrop can also be seen in this picture.

My neighbor, Bob, is a retired electrician with no
previous model railroad experience. But he was
willing to go under the layout to help with the
wiring. Subsequently, Bob became interested in
other aspects of the hobby and continues to work on
the layout and also participates in our “First
Monday” round-robin group. I have always
wondered if he was caught napping in this photo.
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The “flat earth” design was feeling a little boring so
we decided to “excavate” for a retail coal dealer’s
delivery track. A router and sabre saw made the
cutting easy then we just dropped in a floor of
plywood. Never be afraid to change something on
your layout if you can reasonably expect the
outcome to be favorable.

By April of 2013 Bob’s interests were expanding to
scenery. He was surprised at how artistic he was
once he got past saying that he couldn’t paint.

While walking about the neighborhood, Bob found a
piece of rock and asked if it could be used on the
layout. This was only one of many creative ideas
that Bob brought to the layout. Here, he is using
Alex Plus (a Dap product) to secure the rock to the
backdrop.
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Here is a much later picture of “Bob’s Rock with
scenery being developed around it (August, 2014).
Bob mixed some acrylic paint to match the natural
colors in the rock to blend with nearby Hydrocal®
and joint compound elements.

Bob took on the retail coal distribution spur as his
own project. He used Hydrocal® and joint compound
to create the finished grades.

In the spring of 2013 we began to develop some
scenery on removable modules. This small scene
featuring a team track provided substance for three
different articles in The Goat: The loading dock was
a scratch building project that utilized scored
cardboard for the deck, the chain link fence that was
made from music wire and nylon net, and the use of
modules for scenery construction. See the index on
page 27 for the issue numbers. The small office/shed
is a mock-up for a scratch-build structure that was
added after this picture was taken.
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Mike Tietz helped develop the article for building
chain link fences (The Goat, Volume 18, Issue 3,
July-September 2013) while we shared the technique
during one of Mike’s many visits to the Mass
Central. Here, Mike is soldering the music wire that
is held in place by a machinist’s angle.

Late in 2013 we began to experiment with computer
software that allowed us to build “flats” to create a
city scape. The layout is only two feet deep so there
isn’t much real estate to work with. As the technique
was developed, it evolved into three dimensional
shadow boxes that featured LED interior lights.
They are effective and inexpensive but lack the
detail that I would like to have on the layout.

The First Monday Group formed around the MAC
last summer and quickly became interested in
scenery lighting projects. At one meeting, Dan Figy
demonstrated how he builds industrial area lighting
with styrene posts and Walthers “Build-up” kit
lights. (See The Goat, Extra 1407, July, 2014)
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Not all of the projects on the MAC were big ones
and most of them simply grew from need, interest
and collaboration. There was a lot of discussion
preceding the building of this simple but effective
bumper that should prevent unwanted “incursions”
into the retail coal unloading area.

The coal unloading trestle became a project that was
used, in part, to “experience” the process of
submitting a model for (NMRA) AP evaluation. It
“passed” the evaluation and received an achievement
award. To date, it has not been placed on the layout
but the “module” for which it was planned will
become a diorama of sorts and it will go there as
intended. The next frame shows the location.

This is nearly the end of the story for this incarnation
of the Mass Central model railroad. This picture
shows “Bob’s Rock,” the stub bumper and the still
empty coal unloading dock area. My wife and I
decided to move to a new home in November and
the MAC was disassembled. The modules came
apart pretty much as planned but they won’t be
reassembled. Instead, a new layout will be started as
soon as an unfinished room is completed in our new
home. I learned a lot from the “old” MAC so a new
MAC will be created. Why live with the old
mistakes when you can make new ones?
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How Adults Learn: Implications for Writers and Trainers
Contributed by Alan Ashton (Spokane, WA)
Preface: I wrote this article with classroom training in mind but I am including it with this issue because the topic is also relevant for
writers of clinics or how-to articles in newsletters such as The Goat. As I have mentioned, this will be my last issue but I have high hopes
that others will follow as editors and contributors. If you are interested in writing articles or in presenting a clinic or workshop at a club
meeting, a train show or a PNR event, you might find some of the topics in what follows to be applicable.

Most adult students are in your classroom or workshop because they want to be. Most are there because they’ve
chosen to learn something new. Your job as a teacher and trainer is to do your best to make sure that your students
learn and grow. In order to do your job, you need to understand a little about how adults learn.
Malcolm Knowles, a pioneer in the study of adult learning, observed that adults learn best when:
1. They understand why something is important to know or do.
2. They have the freedom to learn in their own way.
3. Learning is experiential.
4. The time is right for them to learn.
5. The process is positive and encouraging.
Let’s see how we can adopt these principles to teaching theory or skills to our fellow model railroaders.

Principle 1: Students Want to Understand “Why”
This principle is not about why your students are in your classroom, but about why each thing you teach them is an
important part of their learning experience. Here are a few examples to make the point:
·
·
·

When you are installing styrene window glazing in a model, don’t use cyanoacrylate adhesives. Why?
Because the CA may make the styrene hazy.
When you install LED lighting, properly install a resistor or current limiting diode in the circuit. Why?
Because these devices prevent too much current from passing through the LED thus saving it from likely
destruction.
When building a wood structure stain all boards before gluing and assembling. Why? Because if glue is
accidentally applied to the wood surface the stain may not penetrate the glue thus making the joints more
visible.

Have you ever had what is often called an “ah-ha moment?” Of course you have. When the “why” is answered for
the student it facilitates the “ah-ha!” experience and acts a reinforcement for learning. True, your students may get
to the “ah-ha!” moment themselves, but if you don’t have to wait for it to happen your training will proceed more
quickly and smoothly. Without answering the “why” some students will fall behind trying to figure it out on their
own. Meanwhile, they aren’t listening to you.
There are a number of ways that you can get to the “why” of the matter. You can pose the problem then provide
the answer as in the examples above. You can simply rephrase the statement to present the reason first, and then
quickly follow with a solution as in “Too much current will destroy your LED so you need to limit the current with
a resistor.” Or, you can make a statement then follow it with a “because” as in “You install a resistor to limit the
current because without the resistor the LED is unprotected from excessive current and may be damaged or
destroyed.” In each case, your students are ready to move on to build upon this knowledge and to learn how to
calculate the proper resistance. If your students are asking you “why?” then maybe you aren’t doing your best.
To summarize, all learners are curious by nature. They are eager to learn something new and are very quick to ask
the question “why?” Be well prepared for this and reinforce the learning experience by answering their “why”
questions quickly and repeatedly.
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Principle 2: Students Have Different Learning Styles
There are three general learning styles: visual, auditory, and kinesthetic (“hands on”). Most people use all three
styles while they’re learning, and of course, this is logical since we all have five senses, barring any physical
deficiencies. But one style is almost always preferred. Also, at any given moment one or another learning modality
will be dominant. I often refer to the underlying senses used in the learning experience as channels. Like water
flowing in a river, there can be more than one channel but usually one channel carries most of the water.
Visual learners rely on what they can see. They want to see pictures, graphs, diagrams, and illustrations. “Show
me,” is their motto. For visual learners visual aids afford more special recognition than do other sensory modes.
They often sit in the front of the classroom to avoid visual obstructions and to watch you, the teacher. You can best
communicate with them by providing handouts, writing on the white board, and using phrases like, “Do you see
how this works?”
They want to know what the subject looks like and may have a hard time without seeing something. Without using
the visual modality, you, as the teacher might have to struggle a bit with some topics. Consider for a moment how
you would explain the steps in building a wooden trestle if you couldn’t use models, pictures or diagrams. How
much time could you save with these aids?
Here is a personal experience that I can relate to you. During my work-life I had to write many procedures. Being a
visual learner myself, I thought that participants in my training sessions would appreciate seeing the flow charts
that I had created using Visio®. Many did, but others said: I don’t understand what I am looking at. Why do I have
to figure out these diagrams? The latter participants were more comfortable when I took the time to put the
procedure into words. This leads me to describe “auditory learners.”
Auditory learners listen carefully to all sounds associated with the learning. “Tell me,” is their motto. They will
pay close attention to the sound of your voice and all of its subtle messages. They will tend to actively participate
in discussions. You can best communicate with them by speaking clearly and by asking questions. To paraphrase a
telecommunication company’s slogan: “Do you hear me now?”
Some learning tasks demand the auditory channel. You want learn a new language? Almost certainly you will
make strong use of your auditory senses. But, take for example, the training that is offered by NMRA’s
EduTrain™. Most of this training is offered using Microsoft’s PowerPoint® and thus provides adequate visual
learning aids, but often in the form of bullet points, pictures or diagrams. Some students will see the slides and
think to themselves, “OK, I got that.” But for others, without the trainer’s verbal interaction with the class, some of
the training’s nuances might be lost. (This is a good thing because if PowerPoint was the only tool that was needed
we, as trainers, wouldn’t have a “job.”)
Have you ever been in a class where the instructor put PowerPoint (or other visuals) in front of you without any
verbal accompaniment? You may discover that your mind begins to focus on one train of thought (pun intended)
and, before you know it, the instructor has moved on and you feel as if you were out of the room for a brief time.
You are a person who needs the auditory channel to focus your mind and to reinforce what you are seeing.
Tactile or kinesthetic learners need to physically do something to understand it. Their motto is “Let me do it.”
They trust their feelings and emotions about what they’re learning and how you are teaching it. They want to
actually touch what they’re learning. They will tend to select and enjoy “make-and-take” classes. You can best
communicate with them by passing around samples or items that relate to your presentation so plan to have
“props” available if appropriate to your subject matter.
Here is an example: You are teaching a class on proper soldering techniques. You have pictures and an extensive
outline that you are following. The students “understand” the process but did they learn a skill? There can be a big
gap between intellectual understanding and the building of a skill. Which were you trying to accomplish? Even if
hands-on experience isn’t practical for your soldering lesson, you can still appeal to the tactile learners by having
samples of good and bad solder connections on a variety of different materials. Pass them around or have them
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available at the desk after your presentation. Tactile learners will want to pick them up and inspect them. Doing so
will help reinforce what you have presented.
To summarize, adult learners use several sensory styles or channels in the classroom. Among these are visual,
auditory and tactile. They usually have a preferred sense but at any given time one or another may be dominant.
You must remain aware of this and adapt your materials and delivery to make this principle work to your
advantage.
As interesting as knowing which students in your training session have which preferred learning style, this is
probably not a fruitful pursuit on your part. Without training in neuro-linguistics or applying assessment tools, it
might be difficult. But taking time to think about how you are going to appeal to as many students as possible by
using multiple channels would be helpful to you and your students.

Principle 3: Students Want to Experience What They’re Learning
Experience can take many forms. Any activity that gets your students involved makes the learning experiential.
This includes small group discussions, experiments, building something at their table or desk, writing or drawing
something specific – activity of any kind. Activities also keep people energized, especially activities that involve
getting up and moving about.
An example of this: A training session is underway to teach the class how to recognize different locomotives (a
spotter guide). The instructor has been showing a number of slides and has discussed various features that often
help identify the manufacturer and model; trucks, air tanks, radiators, and so forth. The class perks up when the
instructor says that a “test” is coming. He puts slides up on the screen and asks the class to identify the locomotives
in only 15 seconds (or you name the time). If the locomotive is identified correctly, he gives the first person with a
correct response a small candy bar (you choose your reward).
Please understand that the candy bar (or other similar reward) isn’t an essential part of experiential learning. I bring
that in to my example because it can be unexpected and things that are out of the ordinary often help the
participants to remember more details of their training experience. However, rewarding experiences are important
when it comes to learning the material presented in training. For some, the knowledge that they successfully
identified the locomotive will be reward enough. For others, the instructor’s recognition of their success will be
sufficient. The candy is just a “sweetener” for both.
Another aspect of this principle is honoring the life experiences your students bring to the classroom. Be sure to
tap into that wealth of wisdom whenever it’s appropriate. Even though you are considered the subject matter
expert, everyone can learn something new when the mind is open. Sometimes it seems like nothing in model
railroading is new. But that is certainly not the case. New technologies and techniques abound and even subject
matter “experts” can’t be expected to know everything. Still, you will need to maintain control over the time and
content because sometimes students will accidentally “hijack” your presentation. The extra facilitation needed will
be well worth the information that your students have to share.
An example may help to illustrate the point. In a class designed to teach basic layout operation, the trainer is
discussing dispatcher controls and how the trains will be cleared for the main. He has covered signals and control
blocks when someone asks a question regarding situations that may arise when two main lines intersect near the
end of a yard. The question temporarily stumps the trainer. The trainer asks the class if anyone has an answer for
the question. Someone who worked for a railroad begins to address the question. The trainer should be relieved
that he was able to tap real-life experience that was available but had not shown itself up to that point. But, if the
prototype experience begins to become a lecture, the trainer needs to take back control of the presentation; using
diplomacy, of course.
To summarize, a successful training experience means that the class is involved in the experience. At an extreme, a
sleeping student probably isn’t learning much. Try to develop techniques that will help your students participate in
the subject matter and give you feedback about how involved they really are. If you ask a question of the class,
does anyone respond? If not, you must ask yourself whether or not the class is engaged.
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Principle 4: Your Students Are Ready To Be Taught
“When the student is ready, the teacher appears” is a Buddhist proverb. No matter how hard a teacher tries, if the
student isn’t ready to learn, chances are good he or she won’t. What does this mean for you as a teacher of adults?
Luckily for you, if your students are in your classroom because they want to be then they have already determined
that the time is right.
The proverb is clearly related to current psychological theory. A perceived need is a powerful motivator and
fulfillment of a need rewards learning. If you are hungry you will naturally follow learned paths to find something
to eat. You learned at a very young age that refrigerators and pantries are good places to find something that will
quickly reduce hunger. If there is nothing in either location then you will probably head for the store or decide to
eat at a restaurant. These are all learned behaviors and have regularly satisfied your needs in the past.
So, what if you perceive a need but have never satisfied it before? Or, if none of your learned behavior works then
what? Then you have the motivation to learn something new and, when you do satisfy the need, you feel satisfied.
You will seek out possible ways to learn what you feel that you are lacking, be that by reading magazines and
books, searching the internet or finding a class. The learning that leads to a satisfaction of your need for
knowledge, or to enhance a skill, is said to be reinforced and it will tend to be perpetuated. Granted, the process is
more complex that just finding and consuming a Big Mac, but reward still leads to learning.
An example of this principle may help understanding. About six months before I sat down to write these words I
decided that I wanted to install lighting on my layout. Earlier, I didn’t feel that it was necessary but, having seen
some nearby layouts with similar overhead lighting, I decided that I would go for it. At first, I thought that I would
use incandescent fixtures. It was easier, I already had some equipment, and I had experienced this more
“traditional” style of lighting in the past. But then I read something about LEDs and I veered off my first course
setting and decided that LEDs were by far the better choice.
I didn’t know anything about LEDs other than that those available for home lighting were still expensive. I started
searching for articles in magazines and at on-line sources and slowly began to fill in the really big gaps in my
understanding. Fact after fact began to accumulate and I felt like I was getting somewhere. Then, it seemed that
everywhere I turned I was finding more information about the subject. Bottom line: I was open to learning and, as
the Buddhist proverb said, many teachers appeared.
In summary, most people in your class have a need for knowledge that is not yet fulfilled. You are the teacher and,
guess what, you just appeared. Now it’s your job to listen carefully for teaching moments and take advantage of
them. When a student says or does something that triggers a topic on your agenda, be flexible and teach it right
then. Reward your students! If taking that moment would wreak havoc on your schedule, which is often the case,
teach a bit about it rather than saying flat out that they’ll have to wait until later in the program. By then, you may
have lost their interest.

Principle 5: Students Require Encouragement and Reinforcement
Your job as a teacher of adult students includes being positive and encouraging. Patience helps too. Give your
students time to respond when you ask a question. They may need a few moments to consider their answer.
Recognize the contributions they make, even when small. Give them words of encouragement whenever the
opportunity arises. Most adults will rise to your expectations if you’re clear about them.
A word of caution: Being positive and encouraging can accidentally turn into something that may seem to be
condescending, even when not intended. Always remember that your students are adults and some of them may be
struggling to understand the topic. Speaking to them in the tone of voice you might use with a child is offensive
and the damage can be very difficult to overcome. Genuine encouragement is a wonderful point of human
interaction.
A word about failure may be helpful here. There are many times that failure is the only way to learn. I was once
told that you can’t learn to ski without falling. Falling is NOT failure. It is part of the learning experience. My own
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layout is what I call a “learning laboratory.” I invite fellow model railroaders over to experiment with new ideas
and techniques. My layout will never be finished. I don’t care what happens to it. What I do care about is that
everyone who participates in the experience with me learns something. When someone makes a “mistake” I tell
them that it is fine and that anything that they have done can be tried again with a different result. I hope that such
words of encouragement will go a long way toward motivating them to experiment and learn new techniques.
From my studies in psychology I can tell you that motivation and learning go hand-in-hand. Without motivation
you will not learn. Without progress in learning you will not be motivated. More likely you will be frustrated but
that is a topic for a later article.
Like the “principles” of learning that I have been discussing here, there are also principles of motivation. Allen
Tough suggesting that adults are motivated to learn whenever any one of three conditions exists:
1. They experience an increase in self-esteem;
2. There is a sense of pleasing and impressing others; and
3. They receive certain pleasures or satisfactions.
No matter what motivation style is employed, when we can motivate and inspire our students, learning becomes
more appealing.
Another researcher, Cyril O. Houle, conducted one of the most famous studies on what motivates learners. He
identified three subgroups to categorize motivational styles.
1. Goal-oriented learners use education to accomplish clear-cut objectives.
2. Activity-oriented (social) learners take part mainly because of the social contact. Houle wrote, “Their
selection of any activity was essentially based on the amount and kind of human relationships it would
yield.”
3. Learning-oriented learners seek knowledge for its own sake. Paraphrasing Houle: For the most part,
learner-oriented individuals are avid readers and have been since childhood. They choose jobs and make
other decisions in life in consideration of the potential for growth that they offer.
This is your challenge as a teacher and trainer of adults. Beyond teaching your subject or skill, you have the
opportunity to inspire confidence and passion in another human being. That kind of teaching is very rewarding.
Here is a closing quotation that should provide additional food for thought: “The mediocre teacher tells. The good
teacher explains. The superior teacher demonstrates. The great teacher inspires.” ― William Arthur Ward
Alan Ashton holds a Ph.D. in Experimental Psychology from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA (1970). In his studies he
concentrated on the topics of learning and motivation. Alan has been a model railroader since the mid-1970s although he describes a 30year period of little modeling activity as being “in remission.” Alan lives in Spokane, Washington, where he moved after retiring in 2010.
He is currently the Editor of the Pacific Northwest Region, 5th Division’s newsletter, The Goat.

Does this cartoon strike a familiar note? The average age for membership in
clubs and railroad related organizations continues to climb. All of us will
benefit if we find ways to attract younger participants to our hobby.
Education is one path to creating interest that should not be overlooked.
Rise to the challenge and do whatever you can to inspire others, of any age,
by sharing your knowledge and skills. The closing of the preceding article
bears repeating: Beyond teaching your subject or skill, you have the
opportunity to inspire confidence and passion in another human being. That
kind of teaching is very rewarding.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES: W HAT HAVE I LEARNED?
Contributed by Alan Ashton
Here are some of the things that I have learned from the building of several layouts. Some of this may be selfevident to you but I have had to learn and re-learn some of these things by experience.
SIZE DOES MATTER – Don’t try to build a layout that is too big for you to manage with available labor. Building a
model railroad should be enjoyable and should never make you feel overwhelmed. Regardless of age and
employment status, any hobby that adds stress to your life can’t be good. Also, layouts can very easily become
money pits. If you have been around the hobby for any time at all, you know that every piece of track, every
turnout, and certainly every locomotive becomes more expensive as the years go by. Overbuilding quickly results
in overspending so be mindful of your budget.
GETTING UNDER THE LAYOUT ISN’T AS EASY AS IT ONCE WAS – Many of us aren’t as flexible as we once were so
getting under the table to do wiring results in more effort and strain than it would have a decade or two ago. Also,
if you have any tendencies toward positional vertigo, looking up and down can be a real trip. If you are designing a
new layout or can easily modify one that you have already started, here are a few things to consider: 1) Make sure
that the table height is comfortable for both viewing and working (40 to 50 inches works well). 2) Design your
wiring logically and install it neatly so that you spend as little time under the layout as possible. 3) Do not work for
long periods of time under the layout, especially if you must hold tools above your head. Doing so can result in
tendonitis followed by hours of physical therapy. Yes, I know this from personal experience.
Somewhere during the past year, I read an article that described installing wiring behind the fascia. Before I begin
to design my next layout, I plan to locate that article and adopt some of the ideas to reduce my own time
“underground.”
REACHING ACROSS SCENERY FOR OPERATIONS GENERALLY ISN’T A GOOD IDEA – The design of my last layout
allowed for three configurations including a continuous loop on a four-by-eight platform (see page 12). In my “L”
shaped plan, most of the track was located to the rear, nearest the backdrop. I used Caboose Industries ground
throws so operators needed to lean across scenery to make switching moves. In my next layout I will avoid that
necessity by selecting a better design.
FINDING GOOD FALL COLORS FOR FOLIAGE ISN’T AS EASY AS IT SEEMED DURING PLANNING – I lived in central
Massachusetts for a dozen years and really enjoyed the fall color. So, why not recreate that on a model railroad?
What seemed simple turned out to be not so much when I tried to copy Mother Nature’s foliage colors. The moral
of this part of the story is that I will do more advance thinking about materials and skills before starting my next
layout. Location, season and time of day all enter into one’s thinking about the building of a rail empire in
miniature but achieving the dream will depend upon the availability of materials and the creativity of the builder.
One must match the other.
STRAIGHT TRACK AND FLAT EARTH CAN BE BORING – Despite having some curves on my last layout, its size and
design really didn’t allow me to install some of the jukes and jogs that are typical on prototype railroads. Also,
there wasn’t room for changes in elevation that significantly add to the visual interest that we all try to obtain. My
next layout will begin with these factors in mind. Something will need to go, however, and any thought of a yard
will be the first. Instead, I will probably try to incorporate some staging tracks that will afford simple operations
for some peddler trains serving small businesses located at various locations along the main line. If I am
successful, I hope that I can incorporate an elevation change that will allow a cross-over in the mid-portion of my
layout.
THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU REALLY ENJOY DOING AND NARROW YOUR FOCUS – In each of my past layouts I wanted
it all: beautiful scenery, challenging operations, continuous running. I have come to realize that, for a layout of my
size, I have to focus on one or two of these and give up the others. I enjoy building scenery and would like to see
my trains running on the layout. I don’t have the space for the kind of grand operations that I would like so that
will have to go. We all have limited space and time for our hobby so being realistic is very important.
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DON’T JUST THINK ABOUT BUILDING YOUR LAYOUT. ALSO CONSIDER DISMANTLING IT – As I have mentioned
previously, my wife and I just completed a move to a new home. My layout with more than two years of
construction was dismantled in just five hours. Much of it could be reused or re-purposed. Since many of us may
not outlive our layouts, consider your spouse or family. What would they do if the empire builder was suddenly
out of the picture? If you have designed your layout for disassembly, the chore will be less formidable and
someone in the modeling community will be able to help dispose of the parts. Personally, I have made
arrangements for the disposition of my layout if something unexpected should happen to me and I can rest easy in
the knowledge that my wife won’t face unintended and unwanted cleanup chores related to my hobby.
YOU CAN AND WILL SUCCEED IN BUILDING A CLASS LAYOUT, WITH THE HELP OF YOUR FRIENDS – Nothing new
here because I know that I have said this many times before. The joy of model railroading comes primarily from
learning new things and forming new friendships. Combining these two elements sets the stage for enjoying the
process of building a layout.

W HAT W OULD HAPPEN IF…?
Contributed by Alan Ashton
OK, it isn’t a fun topic to discuss but what if you should be hit by a train of the prototype variety tomorrow? Have
you talked to your spouse or other family members about what should happen to your layout, tools, locomotive
collection, art work, and all of the other things related to your hobby that you have accumulated over the years?
Regardless of your answer, here are a few things to think about.
Step Back and Take Stock. First, you may have more money tied up in your hobby than you realize. Second,
you may have more “stuff” than you could imagine until it is in one place. Third, your wife (or family) may not
have a clue as to how to determine values and how to dispose of everything. Think about what you can do to help.
Make an Inventory. Ideally, you should describe each item that could be sold or donated. List its location,
original cost and current estimated value. Be realistic on the current value being cautious not to set unrealistic
expectations for resale or donation amounts. This could become very time consuming so a fall back would be to
lump things into category such as locomotives, rolling stock, control systems, and so forth. Consider attaching
your instructions and a copy of your inventory to your last will, if you have one (and you should).
Identify Helpful Resources. Write a brief description of what could or should be done with everything and
who could potentially help in the process of selling or otherwise disposing of your stuff. Local model railroad
clubs and hobby shops are good places for advice and, if you can list names and telephone numbers all to the good.
You may have a group of close friends who could help guide loved ones through the process and you should tell
them to expect a call should something happen.
What Can Be Sold? It is important to set reasonable expectations for the sale of your railroad, tools and
collectables. Just because something is old doesn’t mean that it is valuable. Also, the market for most of your
things will be limited, especially if you live in a small town. Your identified resources may be able to help with
this. Boxed kits, brass, tools and similar items are all good candidates.
Where Can Things Be Sold? The more valuable items in your collection, such as brass locomotives or rolling
stock and DCC equipment, might be advertised or be sold on eBay. If family members or friends are willing,
private sales might be arranged or someone could rent a table at a swap meet. Again, being realistic on price is
important because value is always set by the marketplace and not by what someone thinks something is worth.
Consider Possible Donations. Some, but certainly not all, model railroad clubs have IRS 501(c)(3) tax status
(see the next article starting on page 25). If so, and if they are willing to take railroad related items to support fund
raising for their organizations, what you donate could be entered on a personal tax return. It is very important to
have some kind of support for the value of the donated items and the club or other organization may be able to help
in that regard. Do get the advice of an income tax professional.
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REGIONAL NEWS AND VIEWS
Tri-City Model Railroaders Club Changes Its Tax Exemption Status to 501(c)(3)
Since its formation as a non-profit corporation in 1972, the Tri-City Model Railroaders (TCMR) enjoyed a
501(c)(7) tax exemption status. This exemption brought certain benefits including its revenue (such as dues and
donations) being nontaxable, reporting requirements kept simple and the organization’s operations maintained as a
social group. However, the organization was limited in the amount of donations that could be received in any year
(maximum 35% of total revenue) and individuals and companies could not claim their donations as possible tax
deductions.
The organization lost its long-standing, permanent layout in 2004, after which numerous sites were reviewed for a
replacement facility. A site was finally found in 2009 at a local Grange facility and a new layout was started.
Unfortunately, like many groups, the layout work became vulnerable to changing landlord demands and the site
ultimately had to be abandoned. From that experience, members concluded that the next permanent layout facility
should be one that could remain indefinitely under TCMR’s full control. Various members made significant cash
pledges, but the donation of additional cash and a land parcel would also be needed. A new building would then be
constructed or, if a building already existed, it would be refurbished.
To realize this plan, a new tax exemption under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code became necessary.
Donations to 501(c)(3) organizations are unlimited and donors may achieve tax benefits for their donation,
depending on their particular tax filing circumstances. Also, discussions with various agencies about a new facility
identified the need for such a tax exemption to better enable assistance to TCMR.
APPLICATION STRATEGY
As the 501(c)(3) application process began (using Federal Form 1023), the organization had to commit to a
particular mode of exempt business activity. Of the six choices for future operations, education best described what
would be done. TCMR has had an extensive public outreach over the years with its popular modular layout and
with model railroad educational classes and clinics, including guidance to Boy Scouts on railroading merit badge
efforts. Locations as far as Toppenish and Dayton were frequented by the organization.
A museum operation can be a preferred method to satisfy Federal educational requirements for 501(c)(3) purposes.
This approach was initially attractive to TCMR because the organization was committed to developing a
historically accurate depiction of railroad operations between the Tri-Cities area and upper Yakima Valley. If
sufficient room existed in the available building, the layout would be expanded to include southerly rail operations
to Hinkle and westerly to Seattle/Tacoma.
A museum idea had some drawbacks, too. The commitment to operate the museum on a regular schedule would
exceed the capability of available members plus special procedures and training would be required for members to
become docents.
TCMR consulted further with other organizations and legal counsel and decided on an educational strategy
involving display of a historical railroad operation in miniature as well as an extensive website listing of available
clinics and other programs. Following Federal guidelines and other online resources, the organization’s Articles of
Incorporation (AOI) and Bylaws were changed and a new Policies and Procedures (P&P) document was
developed.
Some related background on the P&P effort is important to note. Over the years, TCMR used its Bylaws document
for discussion of routine procedures and policies, which changed (sometimes significantly) to meet organizational
needs. Both the organization and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) desired AOI and Bylaw documents that only
defined the essential organization structure and rules and, therefore, would seldom need to be revised. The new
P&P document became the working document that could be changed on a chapter-by-chapter basis to address the
ongoing needs of TCMR’s membership.
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APPLICATION & APPROVAL PROCESS
The 501(c)(3) application itself was fairly straight forward, requiring some 20 hours of effort to complete including
supplemental information on the club’s background and finances. The application included a one-time fee of $850
and copies of the organization’s Bylaws, Articles of Incorporation, a special Educational Summary and other
supporting materials. The key application attachments are available for review on the TCMR website
(http://www.owt.com/tcmr).
After submittal in August 2013, TCMR had limited follow-up contact with the IRS re: application status.
Regrettably, a major workload situation developed at the IRS, which impacted all application processing. When
TCMR’s application was finally considered, no Federal concerns were identified and approval was granted in
August 2014.
Future applicants may wish to note that the IRS has recently instituted a new application process (using Form
1023EZ). The application is greatly simplified and apparently accelerates Federal decisions on new applications.
NEXT STEPS
With the 501(c)(3) tax exemption now secure, the educational commitment of TCMR will consist of regular open
houses of its facility, once the initial portion of a permanent layout is available. A program of workshops and
modular layout shows will also continue to be held each year and the TCMR website will be expanded to provide
additional clinics and educational information. Finally, annual financial reporting using Federal Form 990 will
continue.
Efforts are still in progress to locate and secure a facility for a permanent layout. Once obtained and developed, the
facility is anticipated to be called a “model railroad educational center” and hopefully have sufficient, dedicated
space for classroom instruction.

Tri-City Model Railroaders’ Have a Busy Railroad Schedule
On December 5th & 6th, another public showing of TCMR’s modular show has held at the Richland Community
Center. This event was concurrent with the “Lighted Boat Parade” along the Columbia River. Attendance was
excellent and everyone had a great time.
More modular events are planned including a first-time, extended show at the new REACH Museum in Richland
from January 6th through the 22nd. The layout can be seen during museum hours. Check the REACH website
(http://www.visitthereach.org) for details. Later, the modular layout will again be part of the popular, annual
“Family Expo” (January 23rd and 24th) and “Great Outdoor Expo” (February 28th and March 1st) at TRAC in Pasco.
Large crowds are expected.
The organization is still pursuing multiple possibilities for a future permanent home. Regular workshops are also
continuing.
Finally, TCMR is considering a limited local layout tour for attendees traveling through the Tri-Cities to the
upcoming NMRA Convention in Portland, OR. Check back later at the TCMR website (www.owt.com/tcmr) for
further announcements and details on this possible special program.

Open Position in 5th Division
The 5th Division Paymaster/Treasurer, Jim Trunzo, will not seek reelection to that position. If you are willing and
able to serve as the Division’s Paymaster/Treasurer contact Gary Thurow or come to the Division’s business
meeting on Saturday, April 18th. See the Timetable on page 31 for time and location of the meeting.
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THE GOAT INDEX: January 2013 through January 2015
Volume 18, Issue 1 – January-April 2013
·

No original material

Volume 18, Issue 2 – April-June 2013
·
·
·
·
·

Superintendent’s Report (Alan Ashton for Gary Thurow, 5th Division Superintendent)
Reporting Points: 5th Division PNR Annual Meeting
Products and Services: Gluing jig (Alan Ashton)
Bill Kleinert’s clinic (rock work) presented at 5th Division’s meeting (written by Alan Ashton)
Club & Organizational news

Extra 1305 (May, 2013)
·
·

PNR 5th Division on Facebook (Alan Ashton)
Introducing the “Subdivision Reports” feature (Alan Ashton)

Volume 18, Issue 3 – July-September 2013
·
·
·
·
·
·

Editorial: Our hobby, past and future (Alan Ashton)
Historical Perspectives: One Route Through the Cascades (Alan Ashton)
Clinic: Backdrop Scenes: Part 1, Sky & Clouds (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Projects: Chain-link fences (Alan Ashton & Mike Tietz)
Modeling Products & Services: Glue applicator, cutting mat (Alan Ashton)
Layout Tour: Jerry Barsness (Alan Ashton)

Extra 1308 (August, 2013)
·
·

PNR Annual Convention – Snake River Express (Shirley Sample)
Snake River Express Photo Gallery at Boise, ID (Alan Ashton)

Volume 18, Issue 4 – October-November 2013
·
·
·
·
·
·

Editorial: Be a Part of the [model] Railroad “Community” (Alan Ashton)
Historical Perspectives: Milwaukee Road’s Pacific Extension (Alan Ashton)
Clinic: Backdrop scenes: Part 2, Trees and Other Features (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Projects: Building a Downtown Deco kit (Alan Ashton)
Layout Tour: Ron Petersen (Alan Ashton)
Modeling Products & Services: Visit to PF&S in Pasco (Alan Ashton)

Extra 1309 (September, 2013)
·

AP Evaluation Program Q&A (Alan Ashton & Phil Everett)

Extra 1311 (November, 2013)
·
·
·
·

Superintendent’s Report (Gary Thurow)
Nominations for Regional President (David Faussett)
Build A Memory Project Information (Page Martin)
How to sell the NMRA (Kathy Millatt)

Volume 19, Issue 1 – January-March 2014
·
·
·
·

Editorial: Making a Contribution (Alan Ashton)
Historical Perspectives: EMD’s “E” Units (Alan Ashton)
Clinic: Backdrop scenes: Part 3, Adding a 3rd Dimension (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Projects: Building scenery modules on the workbench (Alan Ashton)
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Railroad Experience: Ride on the Eastern Washington Gateway (Bruce Butler)
Layout Tour: Bill Kleinert & Mike Tietz (Alan Ashton)
Modeling Products & Services: Visit to Sunset Junction in Spokane (Alan Ashton)
Interchange: A Double-Ended Staging Yard (Rich Pitter, 1st Division)
Superintendent’s Report (Gary Thurow)
NMRA Economics (Frank Koch)

Volume 19, Issue 2 – April-June 2014
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Superintendent’s Report (Gary Thurow)
Editorial: Never Stop Learning – and Sharing (Alan Ashton)
Special Feature: Model Railroad Clubs (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Projects: Building a Coal Shed (Lex Parker, Ontario, Canada)
Modeling Products and Services: Dry Paint Pigments (Alan Ashton)
Layout Tour: Al Cunningham’s Canadian Railroads (Alan Ashton)
Railroad Experience: A Trip to Troy (MT) and Return (John Langlot)
Interchange: A Fantasy Camp For Model Structure Building (Rich Pitter, 1st Division)

Extra 1405 (May, 2014)
·
·
·
·
·

PNR 5th Division Annual Meeting at Millwood, WA (Alan Ashton)
Superintendent’s Report (Gary Thurow)
Minutes of Annual Meeting (Dick Smith)
Treasurer’s Report (Jim Trunzo)
Clinic: Making Deciduous Trees Using Floral Wire (Alan Ashton)

Volume 19, Issue 3 – July-September 2014
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Editorial: Changes in Format for The Goat (Alan Ashton)
Railroad Experience: Remember the caboose? (Jerry Quinn & Alan Ashton)
Layout Tour: Lee Chessman’s Pine Bluff & Western (Alan Ashton)
Clinic: Building a Craftsman Style Kit (Bill Kleinert)
Modeling Products and Services: Adhesives, Part 1 (Alan Ashton)
Interchange: Crossing Flashers in White City (Ron Harten, Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club)
5th Division PNR Annual Report (Gary Thurow)

Extra 1407 (July, 2014)
·
·
·
·
·

Message from the President (Walt Huston)
Superintendent’s Report (Gary Thurow)
Photo Gallery: PNR Annual Convention – PSX2014 (Alan Ashton)
What I Learned at the PNR Conference (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Projects: Industrial Area Lights (Dan Figy)

Volume 19, Issue 4 – October-December 2014
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Editorial: Announcing Resignation as Editor of The Goat (Alan Ashton)
Railroad Experience: Being an “Old Rookie” (Mike McGee)
Layout Tour: Phil Everett’s Narrow Gauge (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Projects: Building Pole Lights in HO (Alan Ashton)
Clinic: LED 101 (Alan Ashton)
Tips & Techniques: Some Tips on Soldering Those Very Tiny LEDs (Tim Anderson)
Modeling Products and Services: Adhesives, Part 2 (Alan Ashton)
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Volume 20, Issue 1 – January-March 2015
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Editorial: Last Issue as Editor of The Goat (Alan Ashton)
Railroad Experience: How Many Have YOU Built?
Workbench Project: Infrastructure – Part 1, Benchwork (Alan Ashton)
Workbench Project: Infrastructure – Part 2, Backdrop (Alan Ashton)
Layout Tour: Alan Ashton’s Massachusetts Central (Alan Ashton)
How Adults Learn: Implications for Writers and Trainers (Alan Ashton)
Tips & Techniques: What Have I Learned? (Alan Ashton)
What Would Happen If…? (Alan Ashton)
Tri-City Model Railroaders Club Changes Its Tax Exemption Status to 501(c)(3)

SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT
Hope that everyone had a joyful holiday season and are looking forward to the coming modeling year.
To start this report let us look back to the end of last year. We welcomed a new President, Michael Highsmith, and
a new Vice-President, Dave Locke, to lead the Pacific Northwest Region (PNR). I am looking forward to working
with them throughout this coming year. I would also like to thank outgoing President, Walt Huston, and VicePresident, Shirley Sample, for their fine leadership these past several years.
As for this year we are off to a good start. So far we have had two train shows. The first show was in Missoula and
the other show was in Spokane. In both cases attendance was down, but in speaking with some the vendors, they
stated that they had good sales. Please see the events list for further information concerning upcoming shows and
meetings.
Speaking of meetings, mark your calendars for Saturday, April 18th 2015. That is the date of the 5th Division
Annual Business meeting. The 2015 meeting will be held in Spokane. The location for the meeting will be at the
Cascade Mobile Home Community, at 2311 16th Ave. The hours will be 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
This year we will have 4 to 5 clinics, instead of layout tours. The reason for this is that the last couple of years not
too many of you have gone on the tours. A hot luncheon will be provided. There will also be lots of door prizes.
We will be electing officers for both Superintendent and Paymaster. The Paymaster (Treasurer) position will be
open for nominations, as James Trunzo will not be running for reelection. So if you or someone you know wants
to run for this position please let me know. Also, Jim will be resigning as Webmaster in April.
The last item of this report deals with the 2017 PNR convention. As some of you know the 5th Division with be
the host for this convention. Shirley Sample and I have already started the ball rolling. This past September the
contract for the Hotel and convention facilities was signed.
The Red Lion Inn at the Park has been contacted to house both the convention and associated events. The dates for
the convention are Wednesday, June 7th through Saturday, June 10th 2017. The room rate will be $99.00 for both
single and double occupancy and $109.00 for triple occupancy.
How comes the hard part. The Division needs you to step and volunteer your time and talents. We need committee
chairpersons and committeemen. There are several positions that are required. They are as follows.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Host Committee Chair, Mandatory; Gary Thurow (for now)
Assist Committee Chair, Mandatory;
Paymaster/Treasurer, Mandatory; Shirley Sample
Register, Mandatory;
Contest Chair, Mandatory; Phil Everett
Clinic Chair, Mandatory;
Layout Tour Chair, Mandatory;
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So if you would, please step and volunteer to fill one of these chairmanships or volunteer to be on one of these
committees please let me know by Saturday, January 31st 2015. We need to start setting up a formal Host
Committee by the middle of February.
Submitted by Gary Thurow
5th Division Superintendent

THANK YOU!
I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has contributed to The Goat over the past couple of years.
Without you, this newsletter could not have been a success. I hope that I don’t miss anyone but my apologies in
advance if I do.

Tim Anderson
Jerry Barsness
Bruce Butler
Lee Chessman
Al Cunningham
Phil Everett
Dan Figy
Ron Harten
Bill Kleinert
John Langlot
Mike McGee
Lex Parker
Ron Petersen
Rich Pitter
Jerry Quinn

Bob Sample
Shirley Sample
Dick Smith
Gary Thurow
Mike Tietz
Jim Trunzo
Downtown Deco
Evergreen Railroad Modelers
Ngineering.com
Parkade Hobbies
P.F. & S. Railway Supply
River City Modelers
Sunset Junction
Tri-City Model Railroaders
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TIME TABLE – EVENTS
Saturday, February 14th, Portland, OR. SP&S Railway Historical Society Railroad Swap Meet, 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m., Portland Airport Conference Center – Holiday Inn, 8439 NE Columbia Blvd. For more information contact
Jerry Pickell by email at pickell5141@msn.com or call 360-735-0516
Saturday, March 7th, Spokane Valley, WA. Evergreen Railroad Modelers open house from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. The
layout is located at 18213 East Appleway in the Greenacres Shopping Center. For more information call Jerry
Quinn at 509-939-5845.
Saturday, March 7 & Sunday, March 8, Spokane, WA. River City Modelers open house on Saturday from 4:00
p.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Sunday from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. The layout is located at 1130 East Sprague.
Sunday, March 8, 2015, Spokane, WA. Spring 2015 Model Train Show at the Spokane County Fair and Expo
Center, 404 North Havana, Ag Buildings C and D, Spokane, WA. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., $6.00 admission, 12 and
under free. Model railroad clinics will be offered throughout the day for all visitors!
Saturday, March 28, 2015, Lewiston, ID. Fourth Annual Lewis-Clark Train Show and Collectables Swap Meet
at Nez Perce County Fairgrounds, 1229 Burrell Avenue, Lewiston, ID. 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. (Note that this event
will be on Saturday this year.)
Saturday, April 18th, Spokane, WA. PNR 5th Division Annual Meeting. Annual 5th Division Business Meeting
will be held from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The meeting will be held at the Cascade Mobile Home Park club house,
2311 W 16th Ave. A hot lunch with be provided, along with door prizes and several clinics.
Sunday, April 26th, Helena, MT. Helena Railroad Fair. 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Helena Civic Center. For more
information call 406-443-1578 or 406-227-0158, or email rrfair@mt.net.
For additional event listings for the PNR jump to http://pnr.nmra.org/.
THE GOAT is the official publication of the 5th Division of the Pacific Northwest Region, National Model Railroad Association. The
Goat is published quarterly with at least one paper issue per year – generally with ballots. Deadlines for material input are: March 15,
June 15, September 15 and December 15. Publication dates are April 5, July 5, October 5, and January 5. Publication is the date The Goat
is available on the PNR website. You may refer to the PNR website on the publication date to view, download and print The Goat. Special
events may alter this timing. All material and correspondence related to The Goat should be forwarded to the Editor.
Editor - Alan Ashton (PNR5DNews@gmail.com)
5th DIVISION EXECUTIVES:
Superintendent ................................................................. Gary Thurow, (509) 838-7174; gathurow@cet.com
Asst. Superintendent ........................................................ Wayne Walling, (509) 751-1289; msgtusaf@clarkston.com
Chief Clerk ...................................................................... Richard Smith, (406) 360-5813; dick832@cybernet.com
Paymaster … ................................................................... Jim Trunzo, (509) 421-3111; jetrunzo@gmail.com
Achievement Program ..................................................... Phil Everett, (509) 443-2457, lazytwo@gmail.com
Membership .................................................................... Open
Education ........................................................................ Open
Webmaster ...................................................................... Jim Trunzo, (509) 421-3111; jetrunzo@gmail.com
Editor (The Goat) ............................................................ Alan Ashton, (509) 368-9675; PNR5DNews@gmail.com

